
Valles Caldera National Preserve Management Zoning Process 

Have you enjoyed riding in the Valles Caldera, or would you like to?  Now is the time to preserve your

ability to do so easily in the future.

Until May 5, 2021,  the Valles Caldera National Preserve is asking for public comments on their plan to

zone the 90,000-acre park for future development.  They currently have three alternatives designating
different parts of the Preserve for their three levels of possible development.  Each alternative has

implications for equestrians, and in all cases, equestrians will need to be heard so that trail access is

coupled with adequate parking.  Online access is easy, so please participate!

The overview plan (with maps) is 
http://www.nnmha.org/uploads/2/6/2/0/26200067/vall_zoning_newsletter_2021april09_508-2.pdf

The detailed description of the individual zone definitions is
http://www.nnmha.org/uploads/2/6/2/0/26200067/vall_zoning_desired_conditions_tables_508-1.pdf

Your online comment made be made HERE.
https://parkplanning.nps.gov/commentForm.cfm?documentID=111552

While reviewing the maps, equestrians should keep in mind the following:

1) Just because a large area carries a mid- or high-development zoning doesn’t mean the entire area will

be developed–larger zoning areas are intended to allow the Preserve more flexibility in placing any

particular development such as an interpretive kiosk, camp area, visitor center, or trailhead parking area.  

2) Road use is quite different between Options.  

Option A allows seasonal access by private vehicles extensively through the Preserve; however,
those same roads are currently a significant part of their “trail” system and equestrians may more

likely find themselves riding with vehicles.  

Option B allows private vehicles one looping route through the Preserve to access trailheads
through the remainder of the Preserve.  Side roads become non-motorized corridors.  

In Option C, private vehicles are banned beyond the entrance station; travel is by Preserve shuttle

system only.

3) Communication with us from VCNP staff also says that they are willing to modify their “Options” based

on the commentary they receive.  So if you like some features of Option B and some of Option C, for

example, then you’re encouraged to say so.

Because of vehicular issues (the better potential for trailhead parking and avoidance of riding in traffic),
Option B may provide the best current choice for equestrians.  There might also be a greater future

possibility of primitive horse-camping with this option.  But regardless of your choices, please participate

in the process and include your interest in adequate access for horse use and trailer parking in your

comments.
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